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Security market in China has been rapidly developed since the establishment of 
Shanghai and Shenzhen Security Exchanges in the early 1990s. Currently, with the 
prosperity of the capital market, more and more company gather the fund by going to 
the capital market for their need of development. The punctuality, the accuracy, the 
integrity of the information disclosure are the main criterion of the judgment to the 
securities market. However, nowadays, we should be well aware that the current 
situation of accounting inform-action disclosure is not optimistic and perfect. the 
fraudulent practice in information disclosure (FPID) bring great loss to the investors 
and destroy the base of the security market at meantime. 
Combining the research method and conclusion of former literature review and 
the political、cultural、law background in China, this paper developed its study on the 
base of information asymmetry theory and efficiency market theory. The paper had 
five chapters: The first chapter illustrated the research background and target、content 
and method、research frame and innovations etc；The second chapter illustrates the 
related concepts and the important meaning about the accounting information 
disclosure in our listed companies and then discusses the quality standards of 
evaluating accounting information disclosure in our listed companies；The third 
chapter discusses the current quality problem of the accounting information 
disclosure； The forth chapter analyzed the deep-seated of the reason for illegal 
accounting information disclosure in the stock market；The fifth chapter attempts to 
put forward some countermeasures and suggestions about improving the accounting 
information’s disclosure quality in our listed companies on the basis of analysis in the 
third and fourth chapter. 
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